Section - A

I. Match the phrases with the functions given: (5x1=5)

1. Good afternoon, Madam. - responding to thanks
2. What can I do for you? - asking for information
4. You are welcome. - greeting
5. Please tell me the way to the post office - asking for permission

II. Complete the following dialogue. (5x1=5)

Student : Have you got sketch pens?
Shopkeeper : -----------------------------------
Student : How many colours are there in a set?
Shopkeeper : -----------------------------------
Student : How much does it cost?
Shopkeeper : -----------------------------------
Student : Give me one set.
Shopkeeper : -----------------------------------
Student : Here’s your money, thanks.
Shopkeeper : -----------------------------------
III. Fill in the blanks using the appropriate word (5x1=5)
1. Senthil finds pleasure in ------------
2. It is a ----------------- morning.
3. I have a ---------------- headachc.
4. ------------ may result in recurrent colds.
5. The brain of the computer is the -----------

(malnutrition, splitting, central processing unit, sculpturing, foggy)

IV. Answer any six of the following: Question No. 7 is compulsory (6x2=12)
1. What is the difference between climate and weather?
2. What does the bank passbook contain?
3. What is warranty period?
4. Explain thyroid.
5. Why is the blood group mentioned in a driving license card?
6. What is a classified advertisement?
7. State what is your hobby and what do you derive from it.
8. Write a sentence bringing out the meaning of dairy and diary.
9. Which part of the body are these actions related with yawn, wink, frown?

V. Answer any six of the following: Question No. 9 is compulsory (6x3=18)
1. Give examples for ‘thanking’ in the formal, informal and neutral situation.
2. Differentiate a paediatrician and a geriatrician.
3. What is Bonsai?
4. Define a volcanic eruption.
5. Name some parts of a computer.
6. List out any 3 of the traffic rules usually violated.
7. State the other forms of present tense with examples.
8. What are the principal uses of imperatives?
9. Suggest some simple rules to be followed while writing a cover letter.
VI. Answer any five of the following: (5x5=25)

1. Describe the leader Mahatma Gandhi for his achievement and also his distinctive appearance and clothing.
   (or)
   What informations does a passport contain? What is its validity period? State the difference between this document and a visa.

2. What are the risk factors for cancer?
   (or)
   Describe a routine day of your life.

3. State some tips for note-taking (any 5 do’s / don’ts)
   (or)
   How should a good speech be organized?

4. What are the benefits of reading aloud?
   (or)
   What is the format to be used for a project report?

5. Add suitable question tags:
   (i) She is my teacher. (ii) He made a mistake.
   (iii) They couldn’t lend us money (iv) Jane looks pretty.
   (v) Post the letter.
   (or)

   Use the given phrasal verbs in sentences of your own.
   (i) bring up (ii) take over (iii) come along
   (iv) go ahead (v) put off
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